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Sri Lanka Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon) is an island nation south of India in the
Indian Ocean. Its diverse landscapes range from rainforest and arid plains to highlands and sandy beaches. It’s
famed for its ancient Buddhist ruins, including the 5th-century citadel Sigiriya, with its palace and frescoes.
The city of Anuradhapura, Sri Lanka's ancient capital, has many ruins dating back more than 2,000 years.
MICHELIN National Maps give you an overall picture of your journey thanks to its clear and accurate
mapping scale 1:500.000. Our map will help you easily plan your safe and enjoyable journey thanks to a
comprehensive key, a complete name index as well a clever time & distance chart.Includes a City map of

Colombo.Michelin's driving information will help you navigate safely in all circumstances. With MICHELIN
National Maps, find more than just your way! Our maps are regularly updated even if the ISBN does not
change. MICHELIN NATIONAL MAPS feature:- Up-to-date mapping- A scale adapted to the size of the

country- A clear and comprehensive key- Distance and time chart- Place name index- Driving and road safety
information- Tourist sights information

 

Forlaget skriver: Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon) is an island nation
south of India in the Indian Ocean. Its diverse landscapes range from
rainforest and arid plains to highlands and sandy beaches. It’s famed
for its ancient Buddhist ruins, including the 5th-century citadel

Sigiriya, with its palace and frescoes. The city of Anuradhapura, Sri
Lanka's ancient capital, has many ruins dating back more than 2,000
years. MICHELIN National Maps give you an overall picture of your
journey thanks to its clear and accurate mapping scale 1:500.000.
Our map will help you easily plan your safe and enjoyable journey
thanks to a comprehensive key, a complete name index as well a

clever time & distance chart.Includes a City map of
Colombo.Michelin's driving information will help you navigate
safely in all circumstances. With MICHELIN National Maps, find
more than just your way! Our maps are regularly updated even if the
ISBN does not change. MICHELIN NATIONAL MAPS feature:-
Up-to-date mapping- A scale adapted to the size of the country- A
clear and comprehensive key- Distance and time chart- Place name

index- Driving and road safety information- Tourist sights
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